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ART. XVIII.—An Exploration of the Circle on Banniside 
Moor, Coniston. By W. G. COLLINGWOOD, M.A., 
F.S.A. 

Read in part at Carlisle, April 15th, and in part on the Site, 
September 10th, 1909. 

DR. Alexander Craig Gibson, F.S.A., late of Coniston, 
wrote a sketch often quoted as a good example of 

the dialect of High Furness, under the title of The Banna-
syde Cairns. It describes how " Mr. Rowlins" of Coniston, 
apparently meant for the antepenultimate vicar, " ex't a 
lot of udder gentlemen, frinds o' his, mainly what parsons, 
fray aboot Ooston, ut come an' see t' cairns oppen't," and 
how the wily natives, hired as diggers, got a good day's 
wages for digging up what they well knew to be nothing 
but clearings of bracken-beds. " Nowte's nowte, whativer 
may be laitit for ! an' suer aneuf ther' was nowte ut be 
fūnd under t' heeaps o' steans." 

Dr. Gibson's little comedy has served for more than 
forty years to warn off antiquaries from Banniside. There 
is, however, a ring-mound on the moor between the rifle-
butts (marked on the Ordnance maps as " Circle ") which 
has found occasional notice. Mr. H. S. Cowper, F.S.A., 
gives it a paragraph in The Ancient Settlements, Cemeteries, 
and Earthworks of High Furness (Archæologia, liii., 1893), 
in which he says, " Mr. C. W. Dymond points out to me 
that this example is raised on an artificially levelled plat-
form on the gently sloping surface of a hill. On the south-
east is a break in the ring, which may be an entrance, but 
is more probably a breakdown or natural earth-slip. Pro-
bably none of these embankments are more than 2 feet 
deep." But he gave no suggestion of its origin or purpose, 
nor did he excavate it. 

With the permission of the lord of the manor, our 
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BANNISIDE CIRCLE ; western side, looking north. 

Photo. by Prof. y. B. Cohen. TO FACE P. 343. 
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member Mr. Stanley Hughes Le Fleming, I ventured in 
April, 1909, to explore this puzzling relic, in order to see 
whether there were any signs of a resemblance to the 
great hut-circles found at Urswick and Ewe Close, or 
proofs of a different character. A survey before digging 
showed a well-marked ring, about 810 feet above sea-level, 
externally a little under 7o feet in diameter, containing a 
rather irregularly circular space rising very slightly towards 
the centre ; which space was 48 feet in diameter from 
north-east to south-west, and 42 feet from north-west to 
south-east. The ring crowned a low promontory or holme 
running out from the higher ground of the moor under the 
crags of the Coniston Old Man into the marshy central 
part of Banniside, once no doubt a beautiful tarn which 
washed the margin of the bank where the circle stands. 
For a prehistoric fort or dwelling the site seemed admir-
able—dry, but near water, open to the air but sheltered 
by surrounding hills from prevailing winds, and com-
manding a view of the moor and the mountains around, 
th-)ugh the lake of Coniston is hidden behind the heights 
on the opposite bank of the tarn. It is worth noting that 
simple inspection and conjecture were valueless in the 
attempt to explain the site, whereas a few days' digging 
solved the problem. 

With a north and south trench we exposed the central 
area, and found the surface to be artificially formed of 
yellow boulder clay with fragments of the underlying blue 
slate rock broken up in it. The bank we found to be 
composed of large stones solidly packed together to make 
the footing of a great wall (as it seemed), 12 feet broad at 
the north and about 9 feet 6 inches broad at the south. 
The facings of this wall, interior and exterior, were 
followed without difficulty around the western semicircle, 
and along the north-eastern quadrant ; but the whole of 
the eastern bank being rather steep, the wall had evidently 
slipped and the original face was partly lost. In the 
south-eastern quadrant the supposed landslip was evidently 
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the result of some old attempt at exploration, perhaps by 
" Mr. Rowlins" ; for a trench had been dug diagonally 
through the solid wall, and the stones thrown carelessly 
aside. 

We looked for a break in the wall-faces suggesting a 
doorway, and for a built ascent from the spot which must 
once have been the shore of the tarn, but in vain. The 
lowness of the walls, in spite of their breadth, was also 
against the theory of a peel-garth or great hut-circle. 
There was not material enough to form a rampart of more 
than two or three courses on the steepest side, though in 
some places more than one course, very rudely constructed, 
could be seen. The soil in the wall was blackish (vege-
table earth), while that of the central area was bright 
yellow, showing that the wall had not been heightened by 
piling it with the same material as that used to heighten 
the centre ; it had been covered only with turf, and that 
not to any depth. This massive ring must have been low 
enough for anyone to climb or walk over, and it had no 
doorway ; so that we were thrown back on the alternative 
theory that it was an interment circle, in spite of the 
unusual breadth of the enclosing fence. 

Accordingly we dug below the ancient surface in the 
centre and found an interment, a little to east of the true 
centre. The urn seemed to have been already crushed 
(the reason for this we found later), and it was further 
broken in excavating. It is of very friable material, on 
the surfaces of dark reddish-brown clay, blackish brown 
in the body ; from 	to 2  an inch thick. I restored it, 
using plasticine to supply the missing fragments, which 
were chiefly those of the upper part (the plasticine, which 
remains plastic, will allow of its being taken to pieces 
again if required), and found it to be 5 inches in diameter 
externally at the mouth, 21 inches at the base, and 7 
inches at the broadest part ; its height is 8 inches. Above 
the shoulder is a broached pattern roughly incised, the 
lower part being without ornament. It contained bone- 
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ash, charcoal and earth, and a piece of white quartz spar 
found in the débris of the urn, with bone-ash adhering, 
had evidently been inside it. With this urn were found 
two small burnt flakes of the local slate, hexagonal in 
shape, but apparently chipped into forms approaching to 
discs, I/ inches diameter and / inch thick, without holes 
such as whorls would have, and possibly mere freaks of 
cleavage ; but it may be noted that Mr. Erskine Beveridge 
found in Dun-nan-Gall, Tiree, a quartzite stone similar in 
size and shape, " presenting the appearance of a large 
scraper, though the material is very different from that of 
the ordinary flint type " (Coll and Tiree, p. g8). The urn 
had been standing on a slab of slate, II to 2 inches thick, 
and rudely knocked into an oblong of 12 by ro inches ; 
this was at a depth of over i8 inches, and on the bed rock. 
Among the ashes and charcoal the recognisable bones 
were those of fingers and toes and a bit of rib. 

Spaces of the area were dug, but without further result 
until the excavation was resumed in September, 1909, 
when nearly the whole area was dug to the rock, and a 
more complete survey was made. From this it is seen 
that the circle contained a tumulus. The rise in the 
ground is given in the accompanying section as it appeared 
when the turf was off ; it is slight, but evidently artificial. 
The soil within the circle was heaped up, over an undis-
turbed deposit of boulder-clay and uneven rock-ridges 
which strike north-east and south-west, being the lowest 
beds of the Brathay Flags, the formation overlying the 
graptolitic shale and Coniston limestone (=Bala beds) at 
the foot of the volcanic-ash crags of the Old Man. These 
rock ridges, which cropped out in the area of the circle, 
must have been entirely covered with mixed clay, earth 
and stones, and the tumulus was no doubt higher when 
freshly made than after ages of settling. In replacing 
the soil and turf we did not succeed in restoring the 
original regularity ; the mound is now too high in the 
centre, and the surface too uneven. 
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CIRCLE ON BANNISIDE MOOR, CONISTON. 

Round the tumulus a circle of slabs was planted to 
stand on edge, forming a low, continuous fence. This 
was backed with stones carefully set like a wall-facing ; 
or rather, the facing was laid first and the slabs set up 
against it, as appears from places (e.g., 15 feet north of 
the great south-western boulder) where the true curve has 
been missed, and the intended line of the internal face 
has run into the breadth of the wall, to which a false 
facing has been added. A similar face was given to the 

BANNISIDE CIRCLE : the inner fence with slabs replaced, from the western 
standing stone to the south-western boulder. 

wall externally, and the thickness filled up with stones 
packed together, for the most part irregularly, but in some 
places following on in random lines. This building varies 
in height from one layer or course where the natural sur-
face was highest to two or more ; on the east side, where 
the ground falls away, the wall was fully 3 to 4 feet high. 
The coursing is not accurate, but the stones have been 
carefully and even skilfully fitted together in the style of 
cyclopean masonry, though none of them are heavier 
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than a couple of men could lift, except the south-western 
boulder. In the arc of about 15  feet north of this boulder 
we lifted the fence-slabs which had fallen inwards, removed 
the vegetable soil which had filled the cracks formed by 
the slipping of the facing-stones, and replaced both facing 
and slabs. It was most interesting to observe the ingenuity 
with which all the stones had been fitted, and to find that 
the result was a neat and fairly horizontal ridge, in which 
some of the slabs had been artificially brought to a straight 
edge. A sketch, checked by a photograph, shows this 
section after the slabs were replaced. At all parts except 
on the west, where the ground rises slightly away from 
the circle, the wall was higher, on the inside, next the 
slab-fence, and sloped downwards toward the outside edge, 
as if intended to buttress the slabs, though far too massive 
in proportion. Its purpose was no doubt ceremonial 
rather than constructive. 

In the plan an attempt has been made to lay down the 
stones as they appeared on first exposure. The south-west 
boulder seems to be one of the big felstone blocks of the 
moor, in situ, and taken as starting-point of the plan on 
which the whole was built. The central interment was 
placed north-east of this mark. Four feet to north of it a 
large boulder was found upright in the clay, and from the 
true centre of the circle the south-west radius passes 
between the greater and this smaller boulder ; but as 
many large stones were thrown into the tumulus, this is 
probably no intentional refinement of an astronomical 
architect. A search was made for cup-and-ring markings, 
but none were found ; also for objects of metal, of which 
not a trace was seen. 

Between the central urn and the south-west boulder 
there was a burnt patch containing much charcoal and a 
little bone-ash at a depth of about 16 inches. As this 
seems to have been the original surface before the tumulus 
was heaped, it may mark the cremation fire for the inter-
ment in the central urn. 
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Spreading from a centre about three feet W.N.W. of 
the urn was a deposit of bone-ash at a depth of 7 inches. 
In the burnt matter were several objects—a bit of flint, 
one inch long, chipped but not finished as an implement ; 
a well made, semicircular flint scraper, I16 by by 	of 
an inch ; and on the northern edge of the deposit a bead, 
at the same depth of 7 inches. This bead is of whitish 
grey porcelain, - of an inch in diameter ; it was broken 
by the pick, but not unfortunately, for the section showed 
that it was hollow, a shell about $- of an inch thick, with 
the interior surface rough, and the substance of the bead 
in irregular layers, apparently made on a rough clay core 
by rolling the core on a stick or wire in the porcelain clay. 
There is no pattern on the bead. The holes are irregularly 
round, about s of an inch diameter. At Glassonby 
(these Transactions, N.S. i., p. 298) a bead was found in a 
Bronze age tumulus, apart from the interment. Here it 
seems that the necklace may have been burnt with the 
body, and the rest of the beads recovered by the survivors. 
It also suggests that the body was that of a woman, and 
the shallow depth shows that she was not interred with 
the central burial but later—in fact, when the central 
burial had been forgotten and this cremation took place 
almost on the top of it, and is probably the cause of the 
breaking of the first urn. 

A little to south-east of the central urn was another 
burnt spot, with no human bones, but a little bit of red 
hematite and fragments already broken of very coarse an'd 
friable pottery. The burning extended to a depth of only 
12 inches, but as the rock crops up here, the fire must 
have been laid not far above the natural surface. The 
pottery consists of parts of two vessels ; one of clay (four 
fragments) rather harder and yellower than the other, 
brighter in colour than the central urn, but closely 
resembling the ware of the northern urn (still to be 
described). One bit of this pot has ornament of punctured 
dots over a moulding ; another bit suggests by its curves 
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BANNISIDE CIRCLE ; 

the northern Urn, in situ. 

Photo. by Prof. 7. B. Cohen. 	 TO FACE P. 349. 
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a bowl 6 inches diameter. The other pot is of redder 
clay, similar to a piece found with the northern urn ; the 
fragments have too little form to show the shape of the 
whole, but one small bit has a dotted pattern like that of 
the first pot. The base of this second pot is probably the 
fragment found with the northern urn, and described 
below. The two food-vessels were consequently much 
alike, and the figure herewith is an attempt to give their 

 

RESTORATION OF FOOD-VESSELS. 

shape, using the "collar" and side of the first and the base 
of the second. It might be suggested that on this place 
the funeral feast was cooked at the time of the northern 
interment, which must be described next. 

Eleven feet north of the central urn, and with its base 
27 inches below the grass, another urn was found (the 
northern urn). The first blow of the pick broke its lip, 
but with that exception the whole was got out intact ; a 
photograph by Professor Cohen of Leeds shows it in situ 
before lifting. It had been placed in a hole beside an 
outcrop of rock (seen in the photograph) and built round 
with stones (removed before photographing), which did 
not form a cist, but merely a rough protection. The urn 
was nearly half full of bone-ash, on the top of which a 
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small cup, inside the urn, lay on its side ; this contained 
a small quantity of bone-ash, among which were two 
little teeth and some fragments of small bones, which 
Professor Austin of University College, Reading, has 
kindly examined, and found to be the remains of a child 
between two and three years old. Fragments of skull 
from the urn are smooth, and suggest the skull of a woman ; 
the remaining fragments are too crushed to give conclusive 
indications ; but the circumstances are parallel with those 
quoted by Dr. J. Anderson (Scotland in Pagan Times ; 
Bronze Age, pp. 43-45),  in which mother and child have 
been found buried together in large and small urns. 

Among the ashes in this large northern urn was a small 
bit of cinder, to the side of which was adhering a piece of 
woollen stuff. The fabric was charred, but under a lens 
of low power the threads were distinct, about 33 to the 
inch (the whole patch of stuff measuring -- by 76  of an 
inch). The warp and woof do not cross at true right 
angles, as if the fabric—part of the dress of the deceased 
—had a strain on it while burning. Experiments in 
charring flannel showed that the stuff must .have been a 
soft and fine, though rather loosely woven, material, all 
wool. Woollen clothes of the Bronze age have been found, 
unburnt, in Denmark (now in the Copenhagen Museum ; 
for illustrations see Du Chaillu's Viking Age, i., pp. 89, 
91, 92), but this seems to be more finely spun and woven 
than the specimen from Dömmestorp, which has only 16 
threads to the inch. 

The small cup measures 22 to 24 inches in diameter 
across the lip ; I4 inches across the base, from which one 
side has crumbled away, and I inches in height. It is 
made of reddish brown clay, very red in parts, blackish in 
others, without ornament ; the lip is curved inwards, more 
so on one side. The great urn measures I24 inches in 
height, I2i to I22 inches across at the widest, 82 inches 
diameter at the mouth, and 42 inches at the base. It is 
apparently of a local clay, which the Rev. R. D. Ellwood 
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BANNISIDE CIRCLE ; the three Urns, Bead and Flints. 
Photo. by R. G. Collingzvood. 	 TO FACE P. 350. 
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THE NORTHERN URN FROM BANNISIDE CIRCLE. 

TO FACE P. 351. 
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curate of Torver, tells me can be found on Torver beck 
at about a mile's distance. The urn is hand-made, not 
wheel-turned. Inside the lip is a row of circles, impressed 
with a cylinder such as a stick of elder-tree, rather less 
than 4  inch diameter ; outside the lip is a similar row of 
circles, and round the bottom of the " collar " (which is 
3 inches high) is a row of slightly larger circles. Between 
these rows is a chevron incised, of which the V-shaped 
panels are filled with horizontal strokes, and the A-shaped 
panels with strokes parallel to the sinister edge of the 
panel. Below the " collar " is cross-broaching to the 
depth of 3 inches ; the rest is plain. The incised orna-
ment is drawn free-hand, the lines intended for horizontal 
with a slope downwards to right, and in the cross-broaching 
the lines to right hand are at about 80°, those to left at 
about 600 ; in ordinary drawing and writing this would 
argue haste and fatigue. The place where the cross-
broaching began and ended is shown by a slight irregu-
larity, but the whole is so skilfully done that the potter 
must have been well accustomed to the work ; one is 
tempted to believe that it was done by a professional 
hand, so to say, brought here for the purpose, as the urn 
being so large and fragile could hardly have been brought 
from any great distance. In any case the occurrence of 
such a work of craftsmanship, in a style widely spread over 
Britain but not often seen in this district, opens up an 
interesting question of the crafts and manufactures of 
the Bronze age, as the bit of cloth shows the skill of the 
period in textiles and the masonry in architecture ; the 
flints must have been brought from some distance ; the 
bead is an evidence of trade with foreign countries; and if, 
as is pretty certain, this elaborate urn was for a woman, 
some light is thrown on social conditions. 

With this northern urn, lying upon its " collar," was ari 
oval fragment of coarse pottery, redder than the urn, 31,-- 
by 2/ inches in size and 4  inch thick, the base of a pot. 
It is of the same ware as that of the redder fragments 
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from the central burnt spot, as already noticed, and con-
nects the northern urn with that spot, where a fire was 
made at a later date than the central interment. We 
seem to have the history of the cemetery in two stages—
first, the cremation at A on the plan and burial in the 
small central urn at B, followed by the heaping of the 
tumulus and the construction of the fence and ring ; 
secondly, the cremation at C, where a bead from the 
lady's necklace and two flints were dropped, and much of 
the less recoverable bone-ash left ; the fire at D, with two 
cooking pots, broken in the use, and the interment at E, 
where a deep hole was dug, the urns of the lady and child 
deposited and built round, and a bit of one of the cooking 
pots (accidentally ?) thrown in while filling up. 

Though the excavation of this circle showed that there 
are true interments on Banniside, Dr. Gibson's story is 
not entirely beside the mark. There are many small 
stone-heaps near the circle, of which we dug the nearest, 
finding under it the untouched boulder-clay. This "cairn" 
is on the open turf, not in a bracken-bed, but like some 
others, close to the old track which crosses the moor from 
the northern end of Coniston (Brow and the Bridge) to 
join the old packhouse road from Outrake over Walna 
Scar to Seathwaite. It is possible that these stone-heaps 
were way-marks, such as are familiar near the top of 
Sca-fell. Icelandic roads are tracks marked out by such 
stone-men or vördur (plural of varda, "beacon "), whence 
perhaps the Cumberland place-name Warthole, vard-h611, 
" beacon-hill " and the Westmorland name Warthbergh 
(near Kirkby Thore), vardberg, " rock of (watch and) 
ward." Warwick in Cumberland was anciently Warthwic, 
and Warcop was Warthecop ; * there was a place in Fur-
ness called in Domesday, Warte, probably "the beacon." 

* The use of cop for ' ` hill " in Shetland (see koo in Dr. Jakobsen's Ordbog 
over det Norröne SSrog paa Shetland, Copenhagen, agog) shows that the word 
is good Norse, although cope appears in the Anglo-Saxon dictionary . as 
" summit," and the sense of " hill " is not attached to koopr in the Icelandic 
dictionary. 
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The name of Banniside or Banishead is obviously of 
the common local series ending in —side or —head in-
differently (Burneside, Burnishead ; Connyside, Conis-
head ; Hauxide, Hawkshead Rampside, Rammesheve.d), 
or in —side or —seat, —sate (Ambleside, Amelsate ; 
Annaside, Anderset ; Oughterside, Uchtersat ; Swinside, 
Suanesete), or in all three forms (Ormside, Ormeshead, 
Hormesayt ; and in Northumberland, Consett, Conside, 
Conisheved). The variant termination may arise from a 
confusion in later language of the known words " side," 
" head," " seat," with the forgotten old Norse sets, moun-
tain pasture or dairy farm (modern Norse sceter). Though 
the first part of the compound is usually a personal name, 
we have Selside frequently—e.g., Selsat in Westmorland 
(Nicolson and Burn, i., 117, in 49 Edward III.) and Sele-
sete in Kirklinton (Prescott's Wetherhal, 205) from the old 
Norse selsetr, a mountain shed. Now Banniside is not 
analogous to Bannisdale, which in the ancient form was 
Bannandesdale and Bannendesdale, nor is there a Norse 
personal name from which it could come. But in the 
similarly Celto-Norse district of Caithness there is 
Banniskirk, on which Mr. Cormack Grant writes (Orkney 
and Shetland Old Lore, ii., p. 143 ; 1909)—" banair is the 
Gaelic for sheepfold, but I do not know whether it is used 
in the sense of a circle, as is the case with the similar 
word fàl." Remembering that in the twelfth century the 
Coniston copper-mines valley or the Seathwaite Tarn 
valley was still called Glenscalan (see the charter in 
Farrer's Pipe Rolls of Lancashire, p. 442), a Celto-Norse 
survival is possible here; Beck-leven seems to be a parallel 
case ; and Banni-setr may mean " the pasture of the fold," 
which fold was this ruined enclosure, found by the Gaelic-
Norse settlers on their arrival, misunderstood because it 
is so unlike the ordinary stone-circles, and named in the 
mixed language of which Borrans-ring, Corkeby, &c., are 
examples. 

2 A 
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